Constraint-based Platform Variants Specification for Early System Verification
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To overcome the verification gap arising from significantly increased external IP integration and reuse during electronic platform design and composition, we present a model-based approach to specify platform variants. The variants specification is processed automatically by formalizing and solving the integrated constraint sets to derive valid platforms. These constraint sets enable a precise specification of the required platform variants for verification, exploration and test. Experimental results demonstrate the applicability, versatility and scalability of our novel model-based approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increase in complexity of distributed embedded systems and systems-on-chip (SoC) platforms over the last decade in combination with the decrease in acceptable time-to-market are issuing tremendous challenges for the platform development. Besides the growing complexity, other problems are the increase in integration of external IPs and the rising usage of reused logic in the platform design composition \cite{1}. Due to these facts, the integration and parameterization of platform components and their configurations grow significantly which causes huge platform variant and configuration spaces.

In \cite{2} for example, an automatic gear shifting application from Daimler Trucks is described which consists of 6.4 million valid variants. Each of them can be integrated in trucks and should be implemented, verified and tested. Another important example can be given by automotive networks like FlexRay \cite{3} or Media Oriented System Transport \cite{4} (MOST). A MOST network can integrate from 2 up to 64 communication devices as well as a set of different protocol parameters for each of them. This leads to a space of more than $10^{21}$ valid MOST network variants.

Due to these facts and the given examples, the verification of IP blocks in different platform variants and the verification of the interaction between multiple IP block instances is gaining importance. Further, the relevance of the verification of platform characteristics (e.g. network topology, component instances) and different component variants (e.g. software versions, component parameters) is growing. Therefore the focus in early verification and test is moving away from fixed virtual prototype platforms with variable test scenarios to virtual prototype platforms which are variable in the number and kind of components considering complex interdependencies, constraints and requirements. Hence it is inevitable to devise methods which allow focusing on the model-based description and generation of feasible platform variants. This could reduce the manual effort in verification, exploration and test significantly and enables verification of IPs within different platform variants. Therefore we demonstrate our novel approach on virtual prototyping but it can also be applied for real tests (e.g. Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL), Software-in-the-loop (SIL)). The structure of the platform variant specification is defined by UML-based \cite{5} templates, so-called Constrained-Structural Templates (CST). The hierarchically structured templates enable a high degree of structural flexibility. The usage of constraints allows to specify requirements and to realize complex interdependencies between different IPs and platform components. Equally they enable to control the huge platform variant and configuration space efficiently. This allows generating required variants for verification, exploration or test. The constraints are specified by an extended subset of the Object Constraint Language (OCL) \cite{6}. They are encoded as a SAT instance on bit-vector-level to solve them by metaSMT \cite{7}. The platform variant framework is implemented parallel and multi-threaded to overcome the overhead of generation and solving. In summary, the major contributions are:

- Precise specification of valid and feasible platform variant space
- Complete generation of required variants for verification, exploration and test
- High structural flexibility in the platform variants specification
- Fast reconfiguration capabilities of the specified platform variants space

By experimental evaluations we demonstrate our approach for verifying a MOST network using virtual prototyping. We also adopted our approach for an exploration of a FlexRay-based traffic sign recognition application. The examples demonstrate the necessity to specify the required variants for verification, exploration and test as well as the wide application field of our novel methodology.
II. RELATED WORK

For variant and alternative modeling several approaches have been proposed (e.g. [8–12]). In [8] the Common Variability Language (CVL), a generic language for modeling variability in different domain models is presented. In [9] feature models are introduced for modeling software product line variants. Feature models are also used in [10] to describe variants. They are combined with an XML-based language (XVCL) to add much more flexibility to the feature models. The approach presented in [11] allows to model variants of industrial automation systems within a product line. Another approach for variant handling is described in AUTOSAR 4.0 [12, 13]. In [14] the authors give a good overview on the current state of the art in platform-based product design and development which contain product variant management approaches.

The main weaknesses of these approaches are that they are mostly used for software or product design and have no capability to specify platforms and especially their variants. Furthermore the generation of variants is not supported and they even provide very limited methods to specify complex inter-dependencies between different components and variants. In the area of stimuli generation for test and simulation of platforms via SMT/SAT solving, several approaches have been proposed. For instance, in [15] the SystemC Verification (SCV) [16] library has been extended for stimulus generation based on SMT. The authors in [17] present a sampling algorithm combining concepts from the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, Gibbs sampling and WalkSAT to generate solutions with an approximately uniform distribution. In both approaches the generated solutions for the constraints are stimuli parameter that can be classified on a lower system level in comparison to our approach.

In the verification and validation of large design components constraint-based random simulation remains an integral part. In [18] entropy metrics to define coverage targets of internal signals is combined with a framework which uses small randomized XOR constraints to generate stimuli for inadequately stimulated circuit regions. The authors in [19] present a methodology to analyze contradictory constraints that occur in constraint-based random simulation. Actually all of the approaches in constraint-based random simulation are used to generate test and stimuli for fixed platforms. In contradiction to our novel methodology which lifted up verification, exploration and test to variable virtual prototype platforms.

The authors in [20] describe how OCL constraints and UML models can be encoded in a SAT instance. In comparison, we support the encoding of more OCL features (e.g. if-expressions, allInstances() operation, extended OCL operators). In summary, to the best of our knowledge, no model- and constraint-based generation of platform variants has been considered so far.

III. PLATFORM VARIANTS SPECIFICATION AND GENERATION

This section introduces our platform variants specification approach based on constraints and structural templates. Before we describe our approach in detail we give an overview. The elaborated framework, presented in Fig. 1, is divided in three parts: the template-based platform variants specification, the automated encoding of template-attached constraints including the SMT/SAT-solving process and the virtual prototype simulation. The platform variants specification contains the platform templates based on UML, see Subsection A, as well as the attached constraint sets. The UML platform templates are structured to three libraries. Within these libraries the templates are structured hierarchically by composition structure diagrams. Hence a hierarchical structure for every component of the libraries can be built. So every component can be abstracted as complex or detailed as required.

The user-defined constraint sets are attached at the different hierarchical template layers to describe the variability, the dependencies and the configuration capabilities of different platform variants. Currently we attach these constraints by using UML standard constraints [21]. The constraint sets in combination with the structural templates allow a precise specification of complex dependencies among platform templates. For example more restrictive constraint sets enable an effective reduction of the huge variant space to the relevant platforms for verification. We encode the constraint sets to a SAT instance using metaSMT. The constraint solutions are derived for generating valid and feasible platform variants. These platform variants are described as XML. This enables to link the established tools for platform modeling with our platform variant approach to specify, generate and simulate platform variants. We pass the XML to our platform execution tool which registers instantiates and links the modules of the platform variant automatically [22].

A. UML PLATFORM TEMPLATES

Within this section we present the UML-based structural platform templates and a small tailored UML platform profile. This profile and the platform templates form the basis for the structural specification of different variants of virtual prototype platforms (e.g. SystemC platforms). The UML platform profile consists of four relevant stereotypes:

1. `<platform_module>` is a virtual prototype module described by an instance of a class definition.
2. `<platform_template>` is a component which abstracts a part of a system for simplicity, variability or structural reasons.
3. `<platform_or_template>` is a component which contains more than one not related platform templates or modules to realize possible alternatives.
4. `<platform_constraint>` marks a template/module attached constraint.

Beside this UML profile, the UML standard profile for Primitive Types [5] is used for data types (String, Float, etc.).
As mentioned before, the templates and modules of the platform variants specification are structured to three libraries. This well-established library approach provides clarity, supports reusability as well as reintegration of specified platform modules in new platform variants specifications. The first library contains the platform modules representing virtual prototype modules (e.g. SystemC modules). Every virtual prototype module is described by a platform module definition, see Fig. 2a. Within this definition the module parameters are specified. Every parameter must have a data type and has to be marked with public (+), private (-) or protected (#). In the platform variants specification only parameters which are specified as public (+), are allowed to be configured. Optionally a composition structure diagram is associated with the platform module to define a hierarchical structure.

The second element type of the first library is the platform template (<platform_template>). A platform template abstracts a part of a system for simplicity, variability or structural reasons. It consists of several platform modules and templates which are defined in a composition structure diagram, see Fig. 2b. The last type of platform elements is the or-template (<platform_or_template>). They are integrated in the platform variants specification representing alternatives for specific platform components. The or-templates consist of two or more not related platform templates or modules. A valid platform variant contains always one element of them.

In the second library, interfaces are defined to guarantee a correct linking between templates and modules. Fig. 2a demonstrates the annotation of interfaces to a module definition. The linking requirements will be explained in detail in Section C. The last library contains enumerations which enable the specification of user-defined data types.

B. Platform OCL Constraints

This section introduces the constraint sets which are used to define variability, configuration capabilities and dependencies among platform elements. The constraint sets are attached to the corresponding platform modules/templates and are specified in OCL. Commonly OCL is used to define constraints at the M1 layer of the Meta Object Facility (MOF) Standard [23]. Hence concrete instances, respectively distinctive data (M0), of the M1 models can be verified by these constraints. Table I presents the deviation of our Platform Meta Layers to the standard MOF layers. The M3 layer is represented by the UML 2.4.1 Meta model. The elements and concepts of the UML-Meta Model are derived to build the platform templates and the platform profile. These two platform concepts build the M2 layer in our approach. The M1 layer is formed by the platform variants specification itself with the attached OCL constraints. The OCL constraints combined with the platform variants specification span the M0 layer which consists of the valid platform variant space. We deploy a subset of OCL to specify the platform constraints. We build this particular subset by adding new operators to define platform constraints more accurately. In the following the subset will be called Platform-OCL (P-OCL). P-OCL supports several OCL standard types and their operators like: Collection-Related Types (Sequence, Bag), Collection-Related Operators/Operations (.,->, includes, size, ...), Primitive Types (Integer, Real, Boolean) or Object Model Types (Class, Attribute).

At first we present an OCL extension which supports probability distributions for the OCL Collection-Type Sequence. We implemented the gaussian and the invGaussian probability operator because these distributions are often used in validation and test. Definition 1 introduces the gaussian probability distribution for Sequences.

Definition 1 (P-OCL Gaussian Sequence-Operator (gaussian())). Let \( S = Sequence\{(\min..\max)\} \). \( O = S.gaussian() \rightarrow includes(Class|Attribute) \) the OCL Expression and \( R \) is the result set of \( S \). Then follows: \( \forall X_i \in R \) and \( X_i \) are continuous random variables with \( |R| = 0 \leq i < (\max - \min) \) because duplicates are removed from \( R \). These random variables correspond a gaussian probability distribution with the density function \( f(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma} e^{-\frac{1}{2}(\frac{x-\mu}{\sigma})^2} \) with \( \mu = \frac{\max - \min}{2} \) and \( \sigma = \frac{\mu + \min}{\sqrt{2}} \). Thereby \( \mu \) defines the mean and \( \sigma \) represents the standard deviation. Additionally to the gaussian probability distribution operator an inverse gaussian probability distribution operator is added.

Definition 2 (P-OCL Inverse-Gaussian Sequence-Operator (invGaussian())). Let \( S = Sequence\{(\min..\max)\} \). \( O = S.invGaussian() \rightarrow includes(Class|Attribute) \) the OCL Expression and \( R \) is the result set of \( S \) then follows: \( \forall X_i \in R \) and \( X_i \) are continuous random variables with \( |R| = 0 \leq i < (\max - \min) \) because duplicates are removed from
These random variables correspond to an inverse-gaussian probability distribution with the density function $f(x) = \begin{cases} \left(\frac{\lambda}{2\pi x^2}\right)^\frac{1}{2} \exp\left(-\frac{x \lambda^2}{2}\right) & x > 0 \text{ with } \mu = \frac{\text{max}-\text{min}}{2} \text{ and } \lambda > 0 \\ 0 & x \leq 0 \end{cases}

Thereby $\mu$ defines the mean and $\lambda$ represents the shape parameter.

Both operators enable to specify critical boundary conditions of attribute value configurations or critical numbers of platform templates/modules. Likewise they can be used to reduce the feasible number of valid variants.

The next extension, the active operator, supports the constraining of or-templates.

**Definition 3 (P-OCL active Operator (active()))**. Let $R_i = \text{Class}[\text{Component}]$ with $i = 0, ..., n$ and $n \in \mathbb{N}$, $OT = \text{or} - \text{template}$, $R_i \in OT$ and $O = R_i,active()$ a P-OCL expression. Then follows for the resulting variants $V$: $R_i$ is integrated in all variants $V$.

The active operator defines which template or module of an or-template should be integrated in the generated platform variants. This enables to define constraint sets which integrate different platform templates/modules in valid solutions.

The following rules show the formalization of different types of P-OCL constraints in SMT/SAT expressions. Rule 1 formalizes a P-OCL Sequence expression. This expression optionally allows to define a step size, e.g. to reduce huge parameter ranges. Therefore the step size functionality, which is not contained in OCL Collection-Types standardly, is provided semantically by an iterator definition. This iterator definition is specified by the OCL operation select. In the formalization process integer values are represented as metaSMT bit-vectors. Subsequently bit-vectors are represented in rules as vectors (e.g. $\vec{b}$). In the following a natural number is converted to a bit-vector and vice versa by conv and conv\(^{-1}\).

**Rule 1.** Let $r_{\min}$, $r_{\max}$, stepsize $\in \mathbb{N}$, then follows $\vec{a} \equiv \text{conv}^{-1}(r_{\min})$, $\vec{b} \equiv \text{conv}^{-1}(r_{\max})$ and $\vec{s} \equiv \text{conv}^{-1}(\text{stepsize})$. The current bitwidth is defined by $bw \in \mathbb{N}$. The OCL Attribute/Class Reference is mapped to $y$. Then a formalization of a P-OCL Sequence definition is defined as follows: $\text{Sequence}\{r_{\min}..r_{\max}\}$. The then-branch ($t$) and else-branch ($e$), is defined semantically by constraints are only allowed to connect to non-variable platform modules/templates.

**Rule 2.** Let be $\text{Class}/\text{Attribute-Reference}$ $x$ and $n \in \mathbb{N}$, then: $\text{Bag}\{\vec{b}_0, ..., \vec{b}_n\}$. A list definition in P-OCL can contain values of different Primitive Types. These lists are specified by the OCL standard type Bags. In order to represent a list definition in metaSMT, the list index values are formalized as bit-vectors to assign each list entry a unique index. Regarding to Rule 2 it is obvious that the variable, respectively the Class/Attribute reference, has to be smaller than the highest index number plus one. This rule is also adopted for floating point value sequences. Due to the standard definition of Sequences in OCL it is necessary to define floating point Sequences with explicit values. These results from the fact that a floating point Sequence interval specification is to be determined infinite. One last example for the SMT/SAT formalization is given in Rule 3. It shows the formalization of an if-expression. The if-expression, subsequently described by if-condition ($c$), then-branch ($t$) and else-branch ($e$), is defined semantically equivalent to the Boolean formula: $c \implies t$ and $\neg c \implies e$.

**Rule 3.** Let $c$, $t$ and $e$ be P-OCL constraints and the function form is defined by $\text{form}(\lambda) \in \text{Boolean expression}$, with $\lambda \in \text{P-OCL}$. Then the formalization of a P-OCL if-expression is defined by: if $c$ then $t$ else $e$ is mapped to $\text{logic ITE}(\text{form}(c), \text{form}(t), \text{form}(e))$

### C. Template Linking

This structural Section demonstrates the versatility in defining different system topologies, e.g. ring-, bus- or mesh-topologies, with CST, linking requirements and port cardinalities. The Template Linking takes place, once a solution is determined by the SMT/SAT solving process. Then the number of newly generated platform module/template instances has to be derived from the solution. Afterwards they are connected to specific linking requirements. The linking requirements are based on templates, port cardinalities, interfaces and connectors.

1. Every newly generated platform module/template instance can be linked to their target platform modules/templates as long as target port instances are left. The number of possible port instances is defined by cardinality tags annotated to the port definitions, see Fig. 2b or 3.
2. If no target port instance is left the newly generated platform module/template instance will be connected to the previously generated instance of the same type, see the ring topology example in Fig. 3.
3. Platform modules/templates which are specified variably by constraints are only allowed to connect to non-variable platform modules/templates.
4. If two platform modules/templates are connected to each other and both are specified variably by constraints it is necessary to abstract them by a CST.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the linking process for two examples regarding to the above defined linking requirements. In both cases template $T1$ has to be integrated three times in the final platform variant. This can be enforced by the constraint $\text{Sequence}\{1...3\}$. Therefore every newly generated instance of $T1$ has to be connected to the next newly generated one. The bus topology is generated because the cardinality of the target port at $S$ of $C1$ is unlimited $[1...\infty]$. Hence every newly generated instance of $T1$ can be connected to $S$. The given examples in this section are synthetic and should only demonstrate the definition of different system topologies by using CSTs, linking requirements and port cardinalities. Due
A. Ring Break Diagnosis Application (RBD)

We demonstrate the flexibility, changeability and necessity of our methodology for the verification of virtual prototypes variants by means of a MOST Ring Break Diagnosis [24] verification example. Ring Break Diagnosis is classified within ISO-OSI Data Link Layer of the MOST network interface section (NetInterface). It serves the purpose of localizing a fatal error in the network. The RBD process can be started by various triggers, which must be chosen and implemented by the System Integrator [24]. In our MOST model we implemented all different MOST layers as well as the entire functionality of RBD regarding to the state chart description of the algorithm given by the MOST specification. In order to verify the RBD algorithm reasonably it is necessary to specify a feasible sub-space of the 54∗10^41 valid MOST platform variants. In [22] six different verification scenarios turned out to be suggestive: error free, ring break, excessive attenuation, multi master, all slave and combination. Every scenario is specified by a different number of templates and constraints. Table II summarizes the generated variants, used templates and specified constraints for each scenario.

The number of constraints and templates remained fairly constant because often one constraint or template limits the boundary to another scenario. This fast reconfiguration capability is demonstrated by changing the multi master to the all slave scenario. Therefore it is just necessary to remove the MasterTemplate from the variant specification and to re-link the remaining SlaveTemplates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence Constraints</th>
<th>MasterTemplate and slaveTemplate</th>
<th>Sequence{1,63} -&gt; includes(self)</th>
<th>slaveTemplate.allInstances().size() +</th>
<th>MasterTemplate.allInstances().size() &lt;= 63</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>if self.deviceChannelRB.active()</td>
<td>forAll(e</td>
<td>le.deviceChannel.active())</td>
<td>else if slaveTemplate0.deviceChannel.active()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>endif</td>
<td>endif</td>
<td>endif</td>
<td>endif</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listing 1 Small subset of ring break scenario constraints

break is injected in a final platform variant. This is necessary because the RBD algorithm is designed to detect and identify the position of one ring break. For every scenario we generate approximately 25000 variant instances. Altogether we generated for the six scenarios over 150000 variants. Thereby the solving and generation process has been done in about 2 hours. In order to ensure a suggestive verification regarding to RBD, we configured the maximum simulation time to 3500 msecs. The parallelized implementation of our platform variants specification framework enables to process simulations parallel. Therefore the entire solving, generation and simulation process can be done in a few hours in case of sufficient resources. Owing to our limited resources the simulation process needs up to 5 days.

B. Traffic Sign Recognition Example

In our second example we demonstrate the versatility of our novel constraint-based platform variants specification approach. We applied our approach for an exploration use case within a heterogeneous system consisting of virtual prototype modules and modules containing hardware target code. We explored different camera modules for an automotive traffic sign recognition (TSR) platform and different hardware parallelization options. The TSR platform is implemented by a FlexRay bus system.

The top level of the variants specification of the system is defined by four structural platform templates which encapsulate the functionality of the TSR. These four templates include: the camera, the circle detection application, the traffic sign classification and the display. Each of these four templates abstracts up to 25 platform modules which provide the functionality of the camera, the circle detection or the classification. The camera exploration constraints in Listing 2 specify different camera types by display resolution,
grayscale- or colored-camera and scale factor. The second constraint set in Listing 3 specifies the different hardware parallelization options for the circle detection. The circle detection is implemented in target code for a Tilera board to explore these options on the board. The options enable to

\[ \text{Bag}\{320,480,576\} \to \text{includes}(\text{self}.\text{roiHeight}); \]
\[ \text{Bag}\{480,640,720\} \to \text{includes}(\text{self}.\text{roiWidth}); \]
\[ \text{Bag}\{1,3\} \to \text{includes}(\text{self}.\text{unBytesPerPixel}); \]
\[ \text{Bag}\{0.3, 0.6, 0.1\} \to \text{includes}(\text{self}.\text{scale}); \]

Listing 2 Camera exploration constraints

trigger a number of threads on the board which provides up to 53 cores. Thereby the circle detection module is started parallel on a certain number of cores with a calculated sub range corresponding to a given minRadius and maxRadius. Hence different circle radii can be detecting parallel. Due to the complete variants generation process of our approach, 71150 valid platform variants are generated. They are evaluated with regard to the frame rate and the number of recognized traffic signs. The evaluation video stream contains 6 traffic signs. The results showed that only one camera module recognized all 6 traffic signs correctly and has no classification errors. It is defined by the parameter set: \((320, 640, 1, 0.5)\) (roiHeight, roiWidth, unBytesPerPixel, scale). The best results for the parallelization are: \(\text{minRadius} = 5\), \(\text{maxRadius} = 80\) and \(\text{noOfCores} = 20\). Within this example we highlighted the versatile and the flexible usage of our variants specification approach for heterogenous systems.

V. Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a novel constraint-based specification approach to enable variability for virtual prototype platforms. Applying this methodology for verification, exploration and test of virtual prototype platforms enables to specify and generate precisely, plausibly and comprehensibly valid platform variants. The usability, applicability and flexibility of our approach are demonstrated for the verification of an industrial MOST application and the exploration of a traffic sign recognition application on a FlexRay bus. Likewise the MOST variant space consists of more than \(54 \times 10^{21}\) valid variants which points out the scalability regarding to huge variant spaces. This huge variant space can be reduced efficiently to feasible and required platform variants by applying our methodology. Next steps are a model-to-model mapping to import IP-XACT descriptions and to integrate a model-based design flow for reliability assessment of safety-relevant automotive systems [25].
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